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BDNF Val66Met is Associated with Introversion and Interacts

with 5-HTTLPR to Influence Neuroticism

Antonio Terracciano*,1, Toshiko Tanaka1, Angelina R Sutin1, Barbara Deiana2, Lenuta Balaci2,

Serena Sanna2, Nazario Olla2, Andrea Maschio2, Manuela Uda2, Luigi Ferrucci1, David Schlessinger1

and Paul T Costa Jr1

1National Institute on Aging, NIH, DHHS, Baltimore, MD, USA; 2Istituto di Neurogenetica e Neurofarmacologia, Consiglio Nazionale delle

Ricerche, Monserrato, Cagliari, Italy

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) regulates synaptic plasticity and neurotransmission, and has been linked to neuroticism, a

major risk factor for psychiatric disorders. A recent genome-wide association (GWA) scan, however, found the BDNF Val66Met

polymorphism (rs6265) associated with extraversion but not with neuroticism. In this study, we examine the links between BDNF and

personality traits, assessed using the Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R), in a sample from SardiNIA (n¼ 1560) and the

Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA; n¼ 1131). Consistent with GWA results, we found that BDNF Met carriers were more

introverted. By contrast, in both samples and in a meta-analysis inclusive of published data (n¼ 15251), we found no evidence for a main

effect of BDNF Val66Met on neuroticism. Finally, on the basis of recent reports of an epistatic effect between BDNF and the serotonin

transporter, we explored a Val66Met � 5-HTTLPR interaction in a larger SardiNIA sample (n¼ 2333). We found that 5-HTTLPR LL

carriers scored lower on neuroticism in the presence of the BDNF Val variant, but scored higher on neuroticism in the presence of the

BDNF Met variant. Our findings support the association between the BDNF Met variant and introversion and suggest that BDNF

interacts with the serotonin transporter gene to influence neuroticism.

Neuropsychopharmacology (2010) 35, 1083–1089; doi:10.1038/npp.2009.213; published online 30 December 2009

Keywords: personality; depression; BDNF Val66Met; serotonin transporter; GWA; gene–gene interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is highly ex-
pressed in the brain and is implicated in several neural
processes, including neurogenesis, differentiation, survival,
and synaptic plasticity. Animal models and human studies
indicate that BDNF secretion is activity dependent: Cogni-
tive stimulation, physical activity, and antidepressant
treatment increase BDNF secretion, whereas stress and
mood disorders decrease it (Chen et al, 2001; Cotman and
Berchtold, 2002; Martinowich and Lu, 2008; Mattson et al,
2004; Sen et al, 2008). There is also considerable evidence
that the genetic variant Val66Met (rs6265) influences the
BDNF system. This single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
results in a Val to Met substitution. The less-frequent Met
variant has been associated with impaired memory and
hippocampal function (Egan et al, 2003; Matsuo et al, 2009),
smaller hippocampal volume (Bueller et al, 2006), and, in

transgenic knock-in mice, defective BDNF secretion and
increased anxiety-related behaviors (Chen et al, 2006).
The BDNF Val66Met has been studied extensively as a

candidate gene for mood disorders and schizophrenia, but
the results are mixed (Gratacos et al, 2007; Green et al, 2006;
Muglia et al, 2008; Rybakowski, 2008; Sklar et al, 2002).
Several studies (Hunnerkopf et al, 2007; Itoh et al, 2004;
Lang et al, 2005; Sen et al, 2003; Tochigi et al, 2006; Willis-
Owen et al, 2005a; Wray et al, 2008) have also examined the
association between BDNF and the personality trait
neuroticism, a major risk factor for depression, anxiety,
and other psychiatric disorders (Bienvenu et al, 2004; Clark
et al, 1994; Jylha et al, 2009; Kendler et al, 2006; Watson
et al, 2005). A recent meta-analysis concluded that the less-
frequent Met variant is associated with lower neuroticism
(Frustaci et al, 2008), an unexpected finding, given the
unfavorable effects of the Met variant (eg, abnormal
hippocampal structure and function). However, a large
study (Willis-Owen et al, 2005a) and two recent genome-
wide association (GWA) scans (Terracciano et al, 2008; van
den Oord et al, 2008) found no association between
Val66Met and neuroticism. In light of these results, it
remains an open question whether Val66Met has a direct
effect on neuroticism.
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Interestingly, the only published GWA study of extraver-
sion reported that Met carriers were more introverted
(Terracciano et al, 2008). This association was not seen in
previous studies (Itoh et al, 2004; Sen et al, 2003; Tochigi
et al, 2006), perhaps because of their small sample sizes
(No450). Owing to its relation to emotional processes, an
association between BDNF and extraversion is of consider-
able interest. Extraversion is inversely and weakly asso-
ciated with the experience of negative affect, but has a
pervasive effect on positive emotions and life satisfaction
(Costa and McCrae, 1980; Watson and Clark, 1992).
Introverts are more likely to experience anhedonia and
dysthymic/depressed mood (Clark et al, 1994; Jylha et al,
2009; Watson et al, 2005), important clinical features of
depressive disorders.
The present research has two major goals. The first goal is

to further test the association between BDNF Val66Met and
both neuroticism and extraversion in samples from the
United States and Italy. To provide a quantitative summary
of the association between BDNF and neuroticism, we
conducted a meta-analysis combining this study with the
published literature.
The second goal of this study was to test the hypothesis

that BDNF Val66Met and a polymorphism in the promoter
region of the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTTLPR)
interact to influence neuroticism scores. This hypothesis
derives from biological evidence that BDNF functions as a
synaptic modulator that regulates multiple neurotransmit-
ter systems, including serotonin, dopamine, and glutamate
(Carvalho et al, 2008; Hunnerkopf et al, 2007; Mossner et al,
2000). In particular, BDNF stimulates the sprouting and
morphological differentiation of serotonin neurons and en-
hances their survival (Mamounas et al, 1995; Martinowich
and Lu, 2008; Mattson et al, 2004). Infusion of BDNF into
the brain increases activity in monoaminergic systems,
whereas depletion of serotonin downregulates BDNF mRNA
(Martinowich and Lu, 2008; Zhou et al, 2008). The
interdependence of the BDNF and serotonin systems is also
supported by findings that BDNF has antidepressant-like
effects (Siuciak et al, 1996). Chronic antidepressant treat-
ment, including selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRIs), upregulates BDNF expression (Nibuya et al, 1995).
The interaction of serotonin and BDNF systems has

generated hypotheses of genetic epistasis, and recent studies
have reported interactions between BDNF Val66Met and 5-
HTTLPR. In these studies, the outcomes of epistatic effects
were measures of depressive symptoms in the presence of
environmental adversity (Kim et al, 2007; Wichers et al,
2008), differences in mood-related brain structures (Peza-
was et al, 2008), or response to mood stabilizers (Ryba-
kowski et al, 2007). In this study, we examine the
interaction between the serotonin transporter and BDNF
genes in the largest sample tested so far on a depression-
related phenotype.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Sample Description: SardiNIA

SardiNIA is a study conducted in Sardinia, Italy, supported
by the National Institute on Aging (NIA). The study has
been described in detail elsewhere (Costa et al, 2007; Pilia

et al, 2006; Terracciano et al, 2008; Terracciano et al,
2009b). We recruited about 62% of the population aged 14–
102 years (n¼ 6148) from a cluster of four towns in the
Lanusei Valley, Sardinia. As part of a founder population,
the recruited individuals are highly interrelated and most
have common ancestors from the same isolated region.
Valid personality data were obtained from 5693 subjects at
their first assessment, of which 3972 were genotyped as part
of a GWA study (Terracciano et al, 2008). Here, we report
association analyses for 1560 individuals who are a part of
the SardiNIA cohort, but were not included in the original
GWA analyses (Terracciano et al, 2008). We refer to this
sample as SardiNIA 2. In this sample, age ranged from 14 to
94 years (M¼ 42.7; SD¼ 17), with 59.9% women.
To examine the interaction between BDNF Val66Met and

5-HTTLPR, we combined the two SardiNIA samples. We
included individuals who were genotyped for both poly-
morphisms (as part of the GWA study or SardiNIA 2) and
assessed for personality traits (n¼ 2333). In this sample, age
ranged from 14 to 94 years (M¼ 45.8; SD¼ 17), with 57%
women. The SardiNIA project was approved by institutional
review boards in Italy and the United States, and research
was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki Principles and other international guidelines.

Sample Description: BLSA

The Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA) is an
ongoing multidisciplinary study of community-dwelling
volunteers. Here, we examine data from 1131 subjects who
were successfully genotyped for Val66Met and completed
the personality questionnaire at least once. In this sample,
age at first assessment ranged from 20 to 93 years (M¼ 57.3;
SD¼ 15.5), with 48% women. About 74% of the participants
were of European descent, 25% African American, and 1%
were Asian American. Personality traits were assessed from
1989 to 2009, and multiple assessments were available for
86% of the participants. Although personality traits are
generally stable over time (Terracciano et al, 2006, in press),
to provide more robust estimates, we used the average
across all available assessments. These average scores are
likely to provide a more reliable estimate of the individuals’
personality profile. When multiple assessments were avail-
able, average age was used as covariate. The sample
included a similar number of men and women with
multiple assessments. The BLSA study was approved by
the local institutional review board, and research was
carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
Principles and other international guidelines.

Personality Assessment

Personality traits were assessed using the English (Costa
and McCrae, 1992) and Italian (Terracciano, 2003) versions
of the Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R). The
questionnaire consists of 240 items answered on a 5-point
Likert scale, from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Scores
followed a normal distribution and were standardized
(M¼ 50, SD¼ 10) using American combined gender norms
(Costa and McCrae, 1992).
The NEO-PI-R has a robust factor structure that has been

replicated in Italy (Terracciano, 2003) and in more than 50
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cultures (McCrae and Terracciano, 2005a), even at the
genetic level (Costa et al, 2007; Pilia et al, 2006). In both
samples, the NEO-PI-R showed good psychometric proper-
ties: internal consistency reliabilities for the five factors
were at or above 0.80. In the BLSA, available longitudinal
data indicate that stability coefficients for the five factors
are in the range of 0.80 over intervals of 10 years
(Terracciano et al, 2006). In addition, twin studies have
shown that both neuroticism and extraversion are heritable,
suggesting a genetic basis for these two traits (Bouchard and
Loehlin, 2001). In the SardiNIA sample, family-based
estimates of broad heritability were 0.44 for neuroticism
and 0.39 for extraversion (Pilia et al, 2006).

Genetic Assays

The BDNF SNP rs6265 was genotyped using an Affymetrix
custom chip in the SardiNIA 2 sample, and with the 550k
Illumina platform in the BLSA sample. Genotype data from
both samples passed quality controls, including Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium. In the SardiNIA 2 sample, genotype
frequencies were 45.3% for GG (Val/Val), 44.5% for AG
(Val/Met), and 10.2% for AA (Met/Met). The frequency of
the G (Val) allele was 68%, which is lower than the
frequencies found in other European populations (B81%).
In the BLSA sample, genotype frequencies were 68.1% for
GG (Val/Val), 28.6% for AG (Val/Met), and 3.3% for AA
(Met/Met). The frequency of the G (Val) allele was 82%.
As described elsewhere (Terracciano et al, 2009a), in the

SardiNIA sample, 5-HTTLPR genotypes were determined
using the MegaBACE 1000 fluorescence-based genotyping
methodology. PCR was successful in 495% of the samples,
and there were no assay-specific problems with the
MegaBACE 1000 automatic DNA sequencer. In the samples
that passed quality controls, allele frequencies were 49% for
the short (S) allele and 51% for the long (L) allele, and
genotype frequencies were in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium
(P40.05). Some evidence suggests that the effect of the
5-HTTLPR genotype on the serotonin transporter gene
expression is further influenced by a polymorphism of the
5-HTTLPR long allele (rs25531), but we did not genotype
this variant. However, several studies that genotyped the
rs25531 polymorphism have found no association with
neuroticism, anxiety, depression, or obsessive compulsive
disorder (Gunthert et al, 2007; Wachleski et al, 2008;
Wendland et al, 2007; Wray et al, 2009).

Statistical Analyses

To take advantage of the family information in the SardiNIA
sample, we used the program MERLIN (Chen and Abecasis,
2007) to perform association analyses between Val66Met
and personality traits. In MERLIN, regression coefficients
are estimated in the context of a variance component model
to account for relatedness among individuals (Chen and
Abecasis, 2007). The same analyses were carried out for
BLSA. Sex, age, and age2 were included as covariates in all
analyses to account for sex differences and the linear (age)
and curvilinear (age2) effects of age on personality traits
(Costa et al, 2001; Terracciano et al, 2005).
Although it is difficult to account for the family structure

and more complex genetic effects in power calculations, on

the basis of a simulation of statistical power performed
elsewhere (Willis-Owen et al, 2005a), both samples should
have adequate power (480%) to detect the main genetic
effect observed in the original SardiNIA GWA study.
In the SardiNIA sample, we checked the genomic control

value for our GWA analyses (Devlin and Roeder, 1999), and
carried out a principal component analysis of genome-wide
SNP data in a subset of unrelated individuals (Price et al,
2006). Neither analysis suggested evidence of population
substructure nor did genetic outliers in this sample. To
account for the multiethnic composition of the BLSA
sample, we included eigenvalues derived from the full
GWA data set (Price et al, 2006) as covariates and we
repeated the analyses restricting them to the European-
American subsample.
Regression analyses were carried out to examine the

interaction effect (SPSS 13.0). A first set of analyses
examined interactions of all Val66Met (Val/Val, Val/Met,
and Met/Met) and 5-HTTLPR (SS, SL, and LL) genotypes.
Following previous studies (Pezawas et al, 2008; Rybakowski
et al, 2007; Terracciano et al, 2009a), we also contrasted the
Val/Val genotype with any-Met genotypes, and LL with any-
S genotypes. The regressions for the three- and two-way
interactions controlled for sex, age, and age2. Interaction
effects were further evaluated by MERLIN association
analyses of BDNF with neuroticism separately for the
5-HTTLPR LL and any-S genotype groups.

Meta-Analysis

A recent meta-analysis reported an association between
neuroticism and the BDNF Val66Met variant (Frustaci et al,
2008). We update this meta-analysis by adding data from
the samples in this study and from the previous GWA study
(Terracciano et al, 2008). We searched (up to 20 July 2009)
for additional articles through the PubMed and Scopus
search engines using the following keywords: ‘Neuroticism,’
‘BDNF,’ ‘brain derived neurotrophic factor,’ ‘rs6265,’ and
‘Val66Met.’ We also examined references and citations of
relevant studies. We included all samples genotyped for
Val66Met and assessed with a measure of neuroticism.
Surprisingly, the largest study we found (Willis-Owen et al,
2005a) was published in 2005, but was not included in the
2008 meta-analysis (Frustaci et al, 2008). We carried out the
meta-analysis, examining fixed and random effect models,
using the program Comprehensive Meta Analysis (version 2).
In line with previous studies (Gatt et al, 2009; Pezawas et al,
2008; Rybakowski et al, 2007; Sen et al, 2003), given the
small number of Met/Met genotypes among European
populations, we contrasted the standardized mean differ-
ence on neuroticism between the Val/Val genotype vs the
combined Val/Met and Met/Met genotypes.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents neuroticism and extraversion scores by the
BDNF Val66Met (rs6265) genotype for the SardiNIA and
BLSA samples. Consistent with the results of the GWA scan
(Terracciano et al, 2008), individuals with the BDNF Met
variant scored significantly lower on extraversion in both
the SardiNIA (allele: G; b¼ 0.093; p¼ 0.005) and BLSA
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(allele: G; b¼ 0.114; p¼ 0.026) samples. The association was
slightly stronger (allele: G; b¼ 0.153; p¼ 0.008) in the BLSA
sample when analyses were restricted to participants of
European ancestry (n¼ 839). In both samples, the Val/Met
group tends to score roughly 0.2 SD lower on extraversion
compared with the Val/Val group.
We found no association between Val66Met genotypes

and neuroticism in either SardiNIA (p¼ 0.19) or BLSA
(p¼ 0.94) samples. Because these results are inconsistent
with the previous meta-analysis based on 5 studies and 1633
subjects (Frustaci et al, 2008), we carried out a new meta-
analysis combining data from the published literature to
date and this study, for a total of 13 samples and 15 251
subjects. Figure 1 presents a forest plot of standardized
mean differences on neuroticism between Val/Val and

Val/Met + Met/Met BDNF genotypes. Apart from the few
small studies that show trends in either direction, the largest
studies show no evidence of an association between
neuroticism and BDNF Val66Met. There was no significant
heterogeneity (Q¼ 16.9; p40.05), and the pooled effect
sizes using the fixed- and random-effects model were 0.01
(95% CI: �0.02 to 0.05; p¼ 0.39) and 0.02 (95% CI: �0.03 to
0.06; p¼ 0.51).

Interaction of BDNF and 5-HTTLPR

Recent studies have reported interactions between Val66Met
and 5-HTTLPR on depression-related phenotypes (Pezawas
et al, 2008; Rybakowski et al, 2007; Wichers et al, 2008). We
tested for such an interaction on neuroticism, a major risk
factor for mood disorders. We first examined the inter-
action of the SS, SL, and LL 5-HTTLPR genotypes with
Val/Val, Val/Met, and Met/Met BDNF variants. Consistent
with previous studies, we also repeated the analyses
combining the genotype groups with any S allele of the
5-HTTLPR and the genotype groups with any Met variant of
BDNF. When the three genotypes of the two genes were
examined, the interaction term was not significant. How-
ever, when a 2� 2 interaction was tested, we observed a
significant effect (po0.05). Figure 2 presents neuroticism
scores stratified by BDNF and 5-HTT variants. Among
individuals with LL 5-HTTLPR, BDNF Met carriers scored
higher on neuroticism compared with those with the Val/
Val BDNF genotype (allele: G; b¼�0.169; p¼ 0.005).
Among those with the S 5-HTTLPR allele, no differences
were observed among BDNF genotypes (allele: G; b¼ 0.00;
p¼ 0.98). For extraversion, we found no statistically
significant interaction between BDNF and 5-HTTLPR
(b¼�0.029; p¼ 0.52).

DISCUSSION

This study tested whether the BDNF Val66Met variant had a
main effect on extraversion and neuroticism, and whether
the Val66Met variant interacted with 5-HTTLPR to influ-
ence neuroticism scores. Consistent with a relatively large
GWA study in the SardiNIA cohort (Terracciano et al,

Table 1 Neuroticism and Extraversion Scores by BDNF Val66Met

Genotypes

BDNF genotype
P-value

GG Val/Val AG Val/Met AA Met/Met

SardiNIA (N) 707 694 159

Neuroticism 55.0 (9.5) 55.7 (9.2) 55.5 (8.7) 0.19

Extraversion 49.6 (8.9) 47.5 (9.4) 48.9 (8.8) 0.005

BLSA (N) 770 324 37

Neuroticism 46.8 (8.3) 48.3 (8.6) 44.2 (10.2) 0.94

Extraversion 51.5 (9.9) 49.1 (9.6) 50.0 (10.2) 0.02

BLSA-Europeans (N) 515 290 34

Neuroticism 47.4 (8.4) 48.4 (8.6) 44.8 (9.9) 0.74

Extraversion 50.8 (10.2) 48.8 (9.9) 49.7 (10.3) 0.008

Abbreviations: BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; BLSA, Baltimore

Longitudinal Study of Aging.

Raw personality domain scores (SD). P-values derived from association analyses

carried out using MERLIN controlling for sex, age, and age2. In the full BLSA

sample, eigenvalues were used as additional covariates to control for population

stratification.

Study name

2003 Sen et al
2004 Itoh et al
2005 Lang et al.
2005 Willis-Owen sibs
2005 Willis-Owen Singletons
2005 Willis-Owen EPIC-Norfolk
2006 Tochigi et al
2007 Hünnerkopf et al
2008 Wray et al
2009 Gattet al

2009 SardiNIA2

Total 0.39

-0.50 0.00 0.50

N SMD SMD and 95% CI

436 0.21 0.03
151 -0.01 0.94

0.09343 0.19
0.16516 -0.13
0.20571 -0.11
0.564843 0.02
0.16424 0.14
0.96272 0.01
0.82950 0.02
0.30374

2009 BLSA 839 -0.01 0.83
0.11

2009 SardiNIA1 0.343972 0.03
1560 -0.08 0.14

15251 0.01

p-value

Any Met Val/Val

Figure 1 Forest plot of studies examining the association between neuroticism and the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism. Met/Met and Val/Met were
contrasted with the Val/Val genotypes. SMD, standardized mean differences.
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2008), we found an association between BDNF and
extraversion in a replication sample from SardiNIA and
one from the United States. The effects were small but
consistent across samples, with the Met carriers scoring
roughly 0.2 SD lower on extraversion compared with
individuals with the Val/Val genotype. Previous research
has shown that the BDNF Met variant is linked to poor
intracellular trafficking, decreased BDNF secretion, and
abnormal hippocampus structure and function (Bueller
et al, 2006; Egan et al, 2003). To this literature we add that
Met carriers are also more likely to be introverted. This is of
interest from a clinical perspective, as introverts tend to be
socially withdrawn and more often experience anhedonia
and dysthymic/depressed mood (Bienvenu et al, 2004; Clark
et al, 1994; Jylha et al, 2009; Watson et al, 2005). These
findings can provide new insights into animal and clinical
studies that examine the effects of BDNF on mood,
cognition, and behaviors.
The association between introversion and the Met variant is

consistent with the idea that genetic factors contribute to the
personality differences observed across populations. Indeed,
cross-cultural studies of personality have consistently found
that individuals from Asian populations tend to score slightly
lower on extraversion compared with individuals of European
ancestry (McCrae and Terracciano, 2005b; McCrae et al, in

press; Schmitt et al, 2007). The rs6265 (Val66Met) allele
frequencies differ across populations, with the A (Met) allele
estimated to be about 20% among Europeans but about 40%
among Asians (Itoh et al, 2004; Tochigi et al, 2006). As such, the
higher frequency of the A (Met) allele among Asian populations
may contribute to their lower scores on extraversion. Of course,
cultural factors underlie these cross-cultural differences, but if
confirmed in additional large samples, this association could be,
to our knowledge, the first ascertained genetic variant that
contributes to personality differences across populations.
We found no evidence of an association between BDNF

Val66Met and neuroticism in two independent samples and
in the meta-analysis inclusive of the published literature (see
Figure 2). Although there is no evidence for a main effect on
neuroticism, the effect of BDNF may depend, in part, on
interactions with either environmental factors (gene �

environment) or other genetic variants (gene � gene).
Animal models and clinical studies suggest that BDNF

and the serotonin system are interdependent (Henningsson
et al, 2009; Martinowich and Lu, 2008; Mattson et al, 2004),
which has generated the hypothesis that the two genes
interact (Pezawas et al, 2008; Rybakowski et al, 2007;
Wichers et al, 2008). We tested for epistatic effects of
Val66Met and 5-HTTLPR on neuroticism using the largest
sample examined so far for depression-related outcomes.
Despite the lack of main effects for BDNF Val66Met (see
Figure 1) and 5-HTTLPR on neuroticism (Munafo et al,
2008; Terracciano et al, 2009a; Willis-Owen et al, 2005b), we
found an interaction between these two genetic variants.
Among the carriers of the 5-HTTLPR LL genotype,
individuals with the BDNF Met variant scored higher on
neuroticism compared with those with the Val variant. No
differences were observed among 5-HTTLPR S carriers.
This effect differs from those reported in previous smaller
studies (Pezawas et al, 2008; Rybakowski et al, 2007;
Wichers et al, 2008). Nevertheless, higher scores on
neuroticism seem consistent with a synergistic effect of
the BDNF Met variant, which reduces BDNF secretion and
leads to anxiety-related behaviors in mice (Chen et al, 2006;
Egan et al, 2003; Matsuo et al, 2009), and with the
5-HTTLPR LL genotype, which is associated with a higher
rate of serotonin re-uptake from the synaptic cleft and
supposedly to serotonin depletion (Arbelle et al, 2003;
Lesch et al, 1996; Terracciano et al, 2009a). Given our
promising findings and the intuitive appeal of an interac-
tion between variants that reduce the circulating level of
BDNF and serotonin, larger studies should attempt to
confirm this epistatic effect on this major risk factor for
depression.
This study advances our understanding of the influence of

BDNF and 5-HTT on neuroticism and extraversion, the two
personality dimensions with the strongest links to emo-
tional processing. Identifying the genetic underpinnings of
neuroticism and extraversion can help elucidate the
biological pathways that contribute to psychiatric disorders
with strong affective components.
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in neuroticism scores between BDNF genotypes (p¼ 0.98).
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